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About This Game

In space no one can hear you KREEP...

Operation KREEP is a two-dimensional top-down couch co-op multiplayer action game. An extraterrestrial organism threatens
deep space exploration missions! Only trained personnel working as a team can eliminate these infestations. But, the corporation

financing the space endeavor has a private mail for you:
Cold hard cash for the alien alive!

Which side will you choose?

Features:

Engage in a frantic local multiplayer action game (offline 1-4)

Play single player matches against AI agents

Fight in a dozen of arenas and pick from multiple player skins

Try out various game rule mutators to take part in hilarious matches

Decide, with or against your friends?!
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Both keyboard and controller support
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Title: Operation KREEP
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Magic Item Tech
Publisher:
Magic Item Tech
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2015
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English
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operation kreep

I actually really loved this story. Great characters, fun and entertaining to read through.. Good maked, short clips around the CS
Elite Players WorldWide.

Watch all Profiles and be impressed about every singel Clip and Player what they had done, what they are be as a HumanPerson,
they are good Humans that alot more Humans should think and act like them in any parts of life.. The prequel Pre-Dynastic
Egypt was a neat little game with a good balance between scripted play and free choice. Because of that good experience, I
decided to purchase Egypt: Old Kingdom for some Easter fun. Unfortunately this sequel, despite having been out for some time,
isn't finished — and the game cannot be reasonably finished either. With the experience from the prequel, I decided to choose
medium difficulty but was never unable to get even a bronze medal from the civil war trial, despite obtaining gold from all the
previous trials and having a competitive edge.

The game balance is simply not there at all, and I cannot recommend this game even though I would love to. Hopefully the
developing team fixes this. The game has been out there for a while already and has a plenty of complaints for bugs. I can live
with some, but not with ones that make the game unplayable.. i loved the non grav mode. ps if you have controller plugged in
computer it interferes with the key board and you can play with controller. Wonderful concept with issues that I couldn't put up
with.
Lacking polish, frequently performing the wrong action and a tutorial that doesn't even cover the basics of the game.

If you put in the time to learn all the basics then it could be a rewarding experience. On the other hand a little more dev time
could polish those rough edges for everyone.
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It tells such a touching story, without any words. I don't want to go into too much depth as that would spoil it, but it's brilliant.
And half of the proceeds go to charity.. This game is AWESOME！！！I really like the soundtrack and characters.

btw we need Chinese pleeeeeeeease. Great prison to get for a very low price, and free with early access. The biggest obstacle is
your own instinct. It's basically screaming at you and the mechanics.. It's a little short right now but the creator is making new
levels.
Anyways, I really like the art and music.

https://youtu.be/JJpQnbiHrpI. Great little game, I'm sorry it's so short and you don't get to keep going when you win an election
(maybe something to add, each month or week is a turn???) But in all, really enjoyed the challenge and how the developpers
dealt with the options to solve issues. I did buy it on special so feel it's a good deal.. pay to win.... The game constantly crashes
when ever you try to change the display settings. Even if you are able to change them, you still won't be able to play the game
because it crashes as soon as you hit New Game. Please do not buy this game its a waste of money and time...
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